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Colorado Time Systems Brings State of The Art Technology to 

FINA’s 3
rd

 World Junior Swimming Championships in Peru  

Loveland, CO—August 11, 2011—Colorado Time Systems (CTS), a US based aquatics timing, scoring, 

and display company, is pleased to be involved with the upcoming 3
rd

 FINA World Junior Swimming 

Championships. Colorado Time Systems was named the timing and scoring partner for the 

championships through 2013. 

 

Colorado Time Systems’ event management team will work with this years’ Organizing Committee to 

help complement the world championship experience for competitors and fans by providing and 

managing all of the precision timing, scoring and data handling.  

 

“Colorado Time Systems is pleased to work in conjunction with FINA to enhance the championship 

experience for athletes, organizers, and spectators. This is an ideal venue to attract more young athletes to 

participate in aquatic sports,” said Dr. Anita Sayed, President and CEO of Colorado Time Systems. 

  

Colorado Time Systems already has a global presence in the aquatics industry, and within the US has a 

majority of aquatic facilities utilizing their swim timing, scoring, and display equipment. However, the 

partnership between FINA and Colorado Time Systems points to significant progress in the recognition of 

an American company as a partner to this international sports authority.  

 
“FINA is very pleased with this agreement and the services it includes. The professionalism and 

experience of Colorado Time Systems will bring a great benefit to the Championships’ organizers and 

will certainly enhance the image of the FINA Junior World Swimming Championships worldwide,” said 

FINA. 

 

About Colorado Time Systems (CTS): Based in Loveland, Colorado, USA. Colorado Time Systems has 

established a reputation for precision and innovation in swim timing equipment. Since 1972, premier 

aquatic facilities have chosen Colorado Time Systems for platinum quality timing, scoring, and display 

systems. 
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